THE BUNG RING

ALL THAT
GLITTERS

FAB COLLAB

DRESSED FOR DINNER
Markarian fashion designer Alexandra O'Neill and
interior designer CeCe Barfield Thompson have
curated the perfect hostess ensemble that also
matches your linen, china and crystal. The
tastemakers collaborated with Christie's on
a capsule collection including dresses and
homeware. Inspired by the broad range of
anciq_ u.e fu. rn_icure and modern design
classics sold at Christie's, the colle ction
redefu1cs the luxury objects' old-world feel
into something fresh and modem. Among
the ceurral inspirations was a floral-mocif
fabric found on an antique p air of recamiers
dresses and
($5,000 co $8,000) seen on the five
embroidcred pillows, napkins and places. The
on f�r arc
. duo successfully showc ased appreciati
h1storicaJ heritage, from Italian marble co be�uufully
decorated porcelain. BergdorfGoodman, 754 Fifth Ave.,
bergdorfgoodma11.c
om -A mina Frrwl
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Featuring a collection of
European and American
treasures from 1940 to the
1980s, antiques dealer A La
Vieille Russie announces
an upcoming exhibit,
Deceptively Modern,
emphasizing abstract shapes
and gold to reflect the
prosperity of the postwar
period. Eye-catching pieces
include a retro Cartier gold
gaspipe necklace from 1940; a
pair of '60s mod gold,
diamond and ruby Van Cleef
& Arpels earrings; and a
1950s baguette sapphire
bracelet set in I BK gold from
Gubelin. The jewelry will be
exhibited alongside a curated
selection of glamorous, vintage
fashion chosen by couture
clothing dealer Katy Kane,
whose clients include The Met
and Kyoto costume institutes. A
La Vieille Russie, a
multigenerational family
business, was established in Kiev
in 1851, where it became
known for its expansive
collection of imperial Russian
art-most famously hosting
Peter Faberge's decorative eggs.
If you miss Deceptively Modern,
TEFAF New York Fall is luckily
also this month. Through Nov. /5,
745 Fifth Ave., Floor 4, a/vr.com
-Greta Chiocchetti

Mauboussin
multigem
necklace, $78.000

